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221% Increase in  

Promise to Pay Revenue 

Starting in December 2019, the largest bank in Mexico 

went live in their payment and collections call center with 

the Caperio AI Performance Platform, focusing on how to 

immediately increase revenues and attack compliance 

issues across over 240 live agents, including a large 

percentage working remotely. 

 

 

Platform 

Performance

Case Study 

$3,654,000 In Six Months 

This case study covers the results across this period 

through June 2020. From these results at the end of 

June 2020, the bank actually expanded its use of the 

Caperio platform, adding additional teams and 

interaction channels across the organization. 

 

Here are the actual results assembled by month. 

across the engagement.  
 

 



 

OUR CLIENT’S FEEDBACK 

“BossaNova truly understands the benefits of leading-edge technology & 
how to achieve high performance effectiveness in credit management. 
 
They understand our business and collaborate successfully across our 
team to get the results we need.” 

-Antonio Jiménez Hernández - General Director  

 

 

 

Driving Performance Using AI 

Over 170,000 

Interactions Analysed  

Caperio AI across 100% of every 

touch (calls and text) revealed what 

was actually working to drive 

results. Simple phrases like ‘I 

understand that’ were found to drive 

higher promise to pay amounts. 

Explaining payment options & 

updating phone numbers drove  

consistent incremental revenue. 

Eliminated Compliance 

Issues & Reduced Costs 

Just as important, artificial intelligence 

documents regulatory & compliance 

policies are being follow at all times, 

allowing the bank to prove adherence 

and at the same time greatly reduce the 

number of required monitoring hours 

done by live employees, saving the 

organization millions and protecting 

agents. 

Gained Control of 

Every Interaction. 

Using the power of Caperio AI 

matched with our Conversation 

Explorer and Workbench, the time 

to identify and address performance 

issues was reduced to hours 

instead of days, with team leaders 

able to proactively correct and share 

examples of best practices for each 

agent, making updates themselves. 

Expanded To 

Additional Teams 

Based on the success across the 

first six months, the bank chose to 

extend Caperio AI Performance to 

new teams across new locations 

and lines of business, reducing 

complexity of multiple legacy 

systems and streamlining 

consistent interactions across the 

business. 

“The ability to 

manage the Caperio 

platform ourselves 

allows us to rapidly 

improve 

performance. We 

introduce words, 

phrases, and 

expressions 

instantly to 

maximize our results 

in a fast manner.” 

- Senior Director 

 

Contact us 

Phone : 800-272-1821 

Email : shawn@bossanovadata.com 
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5434 Heyward Square Place 

Marietta, GA 30068 
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